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MEDLAND VALLEY
PITCH STATEMANT
MEDLand Valley combines real-time strategy (RTS) and a
multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) with a crypto-focused
economy, allowing for NFT auctions and an in-game token
Exchange system.
You venture out to defeat the 4th nation while working with
other players to form a clan, control territory, and use your hero to
battle against other players in multiple dynamic arenas!

Main feature list:
RTS (Real-Time Strategy)
MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena)
NFT integration (Aesthetic value and Inherited skills)
In-game token exchange
Community governance (2 Level)
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WHY ARE WE
DIFFERENT?
MEDLand Valley is a unique experiment between game
design (RTS + MOBA) and economy development
(modelling real-life economy with in-game logic). The
project aims to provide a fun and community-driven
gameplay experience whilst also offering financial
opportunities for its players.
Our long-term goal with this game is to push the limits of
cryptocurrency in games, putting us at the forefront of
the indie game development industry to find new sources
and dynamic solutions for financing development and
innovation.

Having researched 5 potential competitors and their business models (Wilder World,
Vulcan Forged, Crazy Defense Heroes, My Neighbour Alice, Jewelpay), we believe that in
comparison to our competitors, MEDLand Valley has an advantage in these fields:

Entry limits for players (obstacles
before playing) – Easy registration
and digital wallet linking
Game design (original and
engaging) – Mixed game genres
Economic system (circular
economy, focus on value creation)
– Creating a stable economy
Community focus (how many
players they have) – Emphasising
cooperation between players and
community building
Trustworthiness (transparency,
audit, etc.) – Token holder voting
and long term development plans
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GAME DESIGN
EXPERIMENT
The initial idea was the creation of an MMORPG with unique economic opportunities
(play to earn) for all players. However, after reconsidering how to get to a minimal viable
product to test our ideas concerning the game’s original economic mechanisms, we
created an RTS game combined with a MOBA-based PVP aspect. This way, we can test
the innovativeness of our product without imposing a significant risk on our
stakeholders.

100%

Fun is in the focus!

MEDLand Valley aims to unify the RTS and MOBA experience and open up the crypto
game industry for mixed game genre lovers. The RTS component will create
community building and clan opportunities, while the MOBA side is for the streaming
and Esports industry. We want to allow players to choose what they want to focus on,
be it advancing their village and leading armies or challenging other players in one-onone combat with their unique hero! The game is going to have three playable nations
and one AI-driven nation.
The 4th nation is the balancing power within the game, both from an economic and
game design perspective.
MEDLand Valley would like to integrate real market systems to give the players (who
are also investors) as much decision-making power as possible. Therefore, the main
economic design elements are NFT auctions, In-game token exchange, and the 4th
nation (driven by the inverse market forces).
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NFT AUCTION

IN-GAME STACK EXCHANGE AND MUCH MORE!
We want to let the players know what it feels like to own a little piece of the game for
themselves in the form of NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens). This approach enables unique
economic value creation in the digital market.
Using the in-game token exchange, we would like to create a mini-market driven by real
market forces within each game server, compartmentalising them to stabilise the game’s
economic system and allow players to decide on the value of different in-game resources.
We want to take MEDLand Valley token mining to another level by creating an external
market-dependent AI-driven 4th nation. Players can get their hands on “free” tokens by
defeating the 4th nation, whose strength is highly dependent on the token’s exchange
rate. We could balance the exchange rate and defend against deviant forces that could
disturb the immersive gameplay experience.

ADVANCED COMMUNITY
FEEDBACK
We want to create an advanced feedback system where highly motivated players can
contribute to the game’s development using a special voting and governance system (see
community documentation). This system will let us provide options for new game
features in MEDLand Valley, which the community will vote for.
Voting power will be split between players who gain free token drops while playing and
holders who have bought tokens from the exchange, allowing us to merge the interests
of the token holders and players.
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TOKEN
ECONOMICS

Medland Technologies Ltd. company is going to make 2 main IDOs. The first will be the
company’s financing and governance token (Med Token - MEDT), while the second will
be Med Crystal (MEDC), the premium (gold) token in our games’ universe. We want to
introduce the second one’s Token economics here. Our token release plan considers the
following effects: locking, vesting and cliff based release. The first one means that not all
of the tokens are going to be released at the ICO. The second means that the locked
tokens will be released to the stakeholders dynamically during the below stated periods.
Finally, the cliff period means that in the case of the operational expenses and reserve
pool, there might be a year or a half a year dead period where no tokens will be leaked.
PUBLIC SALE

15%

PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

4%

OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

6.5

MARKETING/AIRDROP

Marketing/Airdrop
90.000.000

4.5%

RESERVE POOL

20%

GAME REWARDS

10%

24%

STAKING

16%

MED CRYSTAL
TOKEN

Partnership agreement
80.000.000
Operational Expenses
130.000.000

TOTAL SUPPLY:
2 BILLION
Liquidity Pool
480.000.000

LIQUIDITY POOL

Public Sale
300.000.000

Staking
320.000.000

Liquidity pool:
880 million
Reserve Pool
400.000.000

Game Rewards - 4th Nation
200.000.000

We would also like to mention that in the case of the Public sale, all of the tokens will be
released at the ICO. While in the case of partnership agreements, marketing/ airdrop,
game rewards, and the staking categories tokens will be slowly leaked over time. Lastly,
in the case of the liquidity pool, we would like to highlight that no one will have control
over it, so we excluded it from the below graph.
Our model allows for exponential then smoothing growth of token availability. In the
first year, roughly 24% of the whole token supply (2 billion MEDC) will be available on
the market. In the following two years, the available supply will be tripled. In this graph,
you can see our 60-month plan.
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SIMPLIFIED
ROADMAP
The below graph shows the MEDLAND company’s 2022 roadmap. It takes into account
multiple game projects, not just MEDLand Valley. The plans are divided into three main
focuses: community, economy, and technology.
In the third quarter of 2022, we plan to do the MEDT IDO (MED TOKEN – governance
token). Then in the next quarters, we would like to develop the necessary crypto and
game software technologies for our first MEDLAND VALLEY product. Multiple
applications would support it, like exchange-mobile information, NFT platform, and
Lending apps. These would help the game and the related MedLand Universe software
leverage
each other’s userbases.
2022
Quarter 3
Quarter 1
Growing the community (Telegram, Discord, Twitter)
MEDT Token Smart Contract on BSC
MEDEX start of development
NFT preparation – Designing, development
Hiring new team members (Marketing, Defi and
finance)
Website

2022

Q1

Q2

Mobile app development (general token information and
news)
Pre-seed funding, Seed Funding, Private Sale
NFT sell -> 1000 pieces
Mobile app release
MEDEX Beta test SWAP & Pools, farms, Staking MEDT
Medland Valley start of development
Certik Audit
Hiring new team members (Development, marketing)

Quarter 2

MEDEX release of swap
MEDT token IDO , MEDT Multichain release (Avax)
Voting system development and release
Prediction (bet the 5 min price) – BNB, SOL, AVAX
Litepaper release for Medland Garden
Hiring new team members (development, legal, finance)
NFT sell -> 1000 pieces
MEDEX Lotteries start of development
MEDEX Trading competition start of development

Q3

Q4

2023

Demo release for Medland Valley
Start Development of Medland Garden
NFT marketplace development
NFT sell -> 1000
Litepaper release for Medland Medieavel
Litepaper release for Medland Trophy
Preparation of Lending feature on MEDEX – Solana, Avax
and Bsc

Quarter 4
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PEOPLE BEHIND
MEDLAND VALLEY
EDVARD BENE

DÁNIEL BALÁZS

BALÁZS GÖNCZY

Founder

Co-Founder

Economist

KIRK RANDALL

DILSHAN MADURANGA

DANUSHKA A.

Director of Game Design

Senior Developer

Smartcontract Developer

Enterpreneur

and Development

Creative Mind

Data Scientist

NATHANIEL SMART

Creative Content Writer
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OUR PARTNERS

COMMUNITY
Be part of the community, which widespread its whispers and awaits
you! Your role is owned by your decisions! Follow us here on the
realms of the internet:
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